Abstract. We give a characterization of all (quasi) a ne frames in L 2 (R n ) which have a (quasi) a ne dual in terms of the two simple equations in the Fourier transform domain. In particular, if the dual frame is the same as the original system, i.e. it is a tight frame, we obtain the well known characterization of wavelets. Although these equations have already been proven under some special conditions we show that these characterizations are valid without any decay assumptions on the generators of the a ne system.
Introduction
In this paper we try to unify several concepts that arise in the theory of wavelets. A classical \orthonormal" wavelet is a function on the real line such that f j;k = 2 j=2 (2 j ?k)g j;k2Z
forms an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R). The natural question is whether we can characterize such functions. It turns out that the necessary and su cient condition is that jj jj 2 = 1, and the following two equations are satis ed X j2Z j^ (2 j )j 2 = 1 for a.e. 2 R; 1 X j=0^ (2 j )^ (2 j ( + s)) = 0 for a.e. 2 R; s 2 2Z + 1:
There are several directions in which a notion of a wavelet can and has been extended, for example multiwavelets in R n forming a tight frame, or the and -transforms of Frazier and Jawerth, see FJ] and FJW].
In this paper we present a uni ed approach to these various means of analyzing and reconstructing functions, as well as the fact that translations need not always be performed before dilations. It is natural to consider what happens if we exchange this order in the de nition of j;k . This will lead us to the consideration of \quasi a ne systems". Our \uni cation" of the characterization of all these concepts shows that two equations that are surprisingly not much di erent from the ones in the one dimensional case apply to the situation in the more general settings. In fact we go beyond the cases just described by considering dilations that are not necessarily dyadic and translations by elements of certain general lattices. In order to describe these, and also give proper references we need to establish some notation.
Assume we have a lattice ? (? = PZ n for some non degenerate nxn matrix P) and a dilation matrix A preserving ?, i.e. all eigenvalues of A satisfy j j > 1, and A? ?. Let be a nite family of functions = f 1 ; : : : ; L g L 2 (R n ). The a ne system (resp. quasi a ne system) generated by associated with (A; ?) is the collection X ( hf; l j; ih l j; ; gi for all f; g 2 L 2 (R n );
hf;~ l j; ih~ l j; ; gi for all f; g 2 L 2 (R n ):
( (ii) X( ) is an a ne frame if and only if X q ( ) is a quasi a ne frame. Furthermore, their lower and upper exact bounds are equal. (iii) is an a ne dual of if and only if is a quasi a ne dual of .
Although the implication (= of (iii) in Theorem 1.3 is not stated and proved in CSS] it does follow from the techniques developed in their paper.
Since APZ n PZ n , P ?1 AP is a matrix with integer entries and q = j det Aj = j det P ?1 APj is the order of the group ?=A?, see W2] . Let ? be the dual lattice, that is ? = f 0 2 R n : 8 2 ? h ; 0 i 2 Zg = (P T ) ?1 Z n :
By taking the transpose of P ?1 AP we observe that B = A T is a dilation preserving the dual lattice: B? ? . Also let S = ? n B? . We use the Fourier transform F given by F ( ) =^ ( ) = Z R n (x)e ?2 ihx; i dx:
The main result of our paper is the characterization of a ne dual frames in terms of two equations (1.6) and (1.7) in the Fourier transform domain. (1.7) 3 This result was obtained by Frazier, Garrig os, Wang, and Weiss in FGWW] for dyadic dilations A = 2Id, even though they did not use the language of a ne dual frames. Ron and Shen RS2] and, independently, Han H] have obtained the above characterization under some decay assumptions of the Fourier transform of the generators and . Finally, in the case when = the above characterization was established by Calogero in C] . The proof that we present has elements similar to all these cited papers. We think our approach is more direct and also avoids unnecessary assumptions like decay at in nity. In fact, one of the purposes of this work is to show that the decay assumptions can be eliminated.
Without loss of generality and in order to simplify the proofs we will deal with (quasi) a ne systems associated with dilation matrices preserving the standard lattice Z n . Indeed, for any (quasi) a ne system X( ) (X q ( )) associated with (A; ?) we consider the unitary operator D P given by D P f(x) = p j det Pjf(Px). X(D P ) (or X q (D P )) as a (quasi) a ne system associated with (Ã; Z n ) (whereÃ = P ?1 AP is a dilation matrix with integer entries) is equivalent to X( ) (or X q ( )); we see this from X(D P ) = D P X( ); X q (D P ) = D P X q ( ); which follow from the following identities
Since the unitary operator D P preserves the scalar product in L 2 (R n ) it also preserves properties like being a Bessel family, a frame, duality of a ne systems, etc.
Moreover, the equations (1.6), ( where~ 2 R n ,s 2 Z n nBZ n , and = (P T ) ?1~ , s = (P T ) ?1s 2 ? n B? . Formulae (1.8) guarantee that (1.6), (1.7) hold for the a ne systems X( ), X( ) associated with (A; ?) if and only if they hold for X(D P ), X(D P ) associated with (Ã; Z n ). Theorem 1.4 and other results in this paper could be written in slightly greater generality involving subspaces of L 2 (R n ) of the form FL 2 (S) = ff 2 L 2 (R n ) : suppf Sg; where S R n satis es BS = S, see H] . This would inevitably lead to even more complicated notation, the presence of which is not justi ed by the only \natural" example known to the author, i.e. FL 2 (0; 1) = H 2 (R). For the rest of the paper we will assume we have a dilation A with integer entries. Since A (and, therefore, B) is a dilation there exist constants > 1, and c > 0 so that (2.1) jB j j > c j j j; jB ?j j < 1=c ?j j j for j > 0:
Throughout this paper we will follow the convention that the support of the function f is supp f = fx 2 R n : f(x) 6 = 0g, and I n = (?1=2; 1=2) n . Lemma 2.1. Let 
Dividing this inequality by j(?M; M) n j = (2M) n and taking limit as M ! 1 we obtain the desired conclusion.
Lemma 2.2.
(2.2) #((2I n ) \ B j Z n ) 2 n q ?j for j < 0; and q = j det Bj:
Proof. Note rst that (2I n + m) \ B j Z n = (2I n ) \ B j Z n since j < 0. For any k 2 Z, k 0 let Z = fm = (m 1 ; : : : ; m n ) 2 Z n : jm i j k i = 1; : : : ; ng.
Since S m2Z (2I n + 2m) (?2k ? 1; 2k + 1) n then, by Lemma 2.1,
5 Lemma 2.3. Suppose 0 < a < b < 1. Then for any 2 R n (2.3) #fj 2 Z : a < jB j j < bg M;
where M = M(b=a) depends monotonically only on b=a.
Proof. For any 6 = 0 let j 0 2 Z be the smallest integer such that jB j 0 j > a. Then by ( Clearly we can nd a 0 a so that supp g f 2 R n : a 0 < j j < a 0 + g, and for any 6 = 0 denote Z = fj 2 Z : a 0 < jB j j < a 0 + g. Then by (2.3) and (2.5)
Since only terms with j < j 0 contribute to the sum, g(B j ) 6 = 0 implies 2 B ?j (B j 0 I n + 0 ) and only for 2 = S j<j 0 B ?j (B j 0 I n + 0 ) the sum is non zero. For the sake of completness we will prove the following simple lemma. hence by Plancherel formula
In this section we prove a general result about some kind of weak duality between two a ne systems X( ), X( ) without even assuming that these systems are Bessel families. This is a generalization of the result by Frazier, Garrig os, Wang and Weiss originally proved for dilations A = 2Id, see Theorem 3 in FGWW]. First we start with the Lemma which provides necessary condition for family X(f g) to be a Bessel family. We will make extensive use of D = ff 2 L 2 (R n ) :f 2 L 1 (R n ); suppf K for some compact K R n n f0gg; which is a dense subspace of L 2 (R n ). the second sum is absolutely convergent in L 1 (R n ) and, thus, absolutely summable for a.e.
even if we extend the sumation over all j 2 Z; i.e., Before we start the proof let us see that statements (3.7){(3.9) are meaningful by showing that all three series are absolutely convergent. Since 2jhf; l j;k ih l j;k ; fij jhf; l j;k ij 2 + jh l j;k ; fij 2 the series in (3.7) is summable by Lemma 3.1. Moreover, by the polarization identity (1.5), condition (3.7) is equivalent to j^ l (B j )j 2 +j^ l (B j ( +s))j 2 < 1 for a.e. :
Proof (3.8) and (3.9) =) (3.7). Suppose f; g 2 D. By (3.2) hf; l j;k ih l j;k ; gi = q j Indeed, using 2j^ l ( )^ l ( )j j^ l ( )j 2 + j^ l ( )j 2 and, similarily, 2j^ l ( )^ l ( + m)j j^ l ( )j 2 + j^ l ( + m)j 2 the estimate (3.14) follows from the last line of (3.5) and (3.6). Hence, by placing (3.18) and (3.19) into (3.17) we have (3.20) Example. We present an example for which we can not replace the limit in (3.7) by the sum over all j 2 Z simply because the series diverges. For simplicity let us work in R, the dilation A = 2 (multiplication by 2). Let A j = (2 ?j?1 ; 2 ?j ) for j 2 Z. De ne ; 2 L 2 (R) by^ ( ) = 1 A 1 (j j) + Take f 2 D given byf = 1 (1;4) . By a simple calculation hf; j;0 i 2 ?1=2 ; h j;0 ; fi 2 ?1 for j 4; hence, the above sum diverges. This is not surprising because, in the light of Lemma 3.1, we cannot expect, in general, anything better if P j2Z j^ (2 j )j 2 = 1, P j2Z j^ (2 j )j 2 = 1.
The next corollary is a positive step in this direction. It is relatively easy to construct an a ne tight frame for an arbitrary dilation. Here we present a simple construction of such frame which is generated by a single function which is in Schwartz class and^ is C 1 with compact support.
Example. For 0 < a < (4jjBjj) ?1 consider : R n ! R + = fx 2 R : x 0g of class C 1 such that supp = f 2 R n : a < j j < 2ajjBjjg: It is not hard to give an explicit example of such function. Since the set fj 2 Z : a < jjB j jj < 2jjBjjag has at least one element for all 2 R n n f0g we conclude that~ ( ) = P j2Z (B j ) > 0 for all 6 = 0 and~ is C 1 on R n n f0g. To guarantee^ (B j )^ (B j ( + s)) = 0 for all 2 R n ; j 0; s 2 S we have must have B ?j supp \ (B ?j supp ? s) = ;, so supp \ (supp ? B j s) = ;, that is B j s 6 2 (supp ? supp ) f 2 R n : j j < 4ajjBjjg, which is true since s 2 S, and j 0. Therefore (4.4) and (4.5) hold and by Theorem 4.2 f j;k g j2Z;k2Z n forms a tight frame with constant 1 in L 2 (R n ). Note that this frame is not an orthogonal basis since jj jj < 1. A di erent approach of constructing tight frames having MRA like structure is presented in B1].
The above example yields a function from the Schwartz class with compact support in the Fourier domain generating a tight frame. It is less obvious how to nd smooth generators of tight frames with compact support in the direct space. In the recent paper GR] Gr ochenig and Ron have shown how to construct (for arbitrary dilation A) tight frames X( ) with functions of class C r with compact support for any r < 1. In their construction the number of functions in grows with r|the level of desired smoothness.
Not much is known about the existence of \nice" orthogonal wavelets in higher dimensions. In DLS] Dai, Larson and Speegle have shown the existence of orthogonal basis X(f g) generated by a single function 2 L 2 (R n ); see also SW]. Even though itself is smooth it decays slowly at in nity since^ is the characteristic function of some set. Strichartz presented a method of obtaining r-regular wavelets = f 1 ; : : : ; q?1 g, q = j det Aj for dilations which admit Haar type basis, see S] . Since not all dilations have this property see LW1] , LW2] one needs special argument to prove the existence of rregular wavelets for arbitrary dilations, see B2]. Finally, for some speci c dilations in R 2 Belogay and Wang in BW] constructed non separable C r wavelets with compact support the size of which depends on r.
